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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation OVERVIEW Air Monitor Version 3.0 application software overview. Air Monitor Version 3.0 application software is expressly designed to be used as part of a complete system with one or more MAXUM Compliance Air Monitor[s] and associated sampling system[s]. The MAXUM is the latest progression product in the family of compliance air monitors designed and manufactured by Siemens Applied Automation, Inc. The MAXUM is based on the earlier ADVANCE Air Monitor. The ADVANCE was an integrated system, with a self-contained data analysis and reporting sub-system. It used a modified version of BASIC to provide a control program. With a limited number of program steps, a limited amount of memory and no disk storage, and using initial, user defined parameters - called “factors,” the control program caused the analyzer to perform all spectrometry, all numerical analysis, and all report generation. These reports were printed in real time on a dot matrix printer. For each analyzer, all program actions - called “events” - were scheduled by the control program based on the initial user selections. As there may be an array of analyzers, the units were controlled by a polling device, with the result from each device sent to the printer as a line item. On the basic level, the MAXUM will perform all of the same functions as the ADVANCE. In that respect the differences between the systems will be transparent to the user. However, there are some important differences. The MAXUM and Air Monitor Version 3.0 system provides a wide range of powerful additional functionalities. The MAXUM uses a networked PC to replace all of the functionality, other than spectrometry and alarm, which was performed by the analyzer alone in the ADVANCE product. The MAXUM uses Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 to provide the control program. This provides considerably greater power, control, flexibility, and stability to the system. The Visual Basic control program is integrated with Microsoft Access 2000 to provide the power and data integrity of a relational database. In the MAXUM and Air Monitor Version 3.0 system, the analyzer and PC operate independently. That is neither device depends on the operation of the other for its control or performance. Communication between the device[s] and the PC is enabled through a network with each device and the PC having network assigned IP addresses. The design concept of the MAXUM system is to let each device do what it does best, thereby leveraging the intrinsic capabilities of both sub-systems and maximizing the performance of the system. The MAXUM analyzer is a precision analytical instrument capable of quantitatively measuring and recording, with accuracy and reproducibility, imperceptible concentrations of multiple components in a series of samples drawn from multiple remote sampling points. The analyzer performs spectrometry, generates alarms and periodically sends data as a serial bit stream in tab delimited, ASCII format - using an analyzer based function called “Data Logging” - to the PC. For each reporting point
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation [stream], the analyzer creates and writes to a file in a default directory on the root directory of the PC: C:\Advance System Manager\Results\[file name]. The “file name” is in the format: [user selected name]-N-S.txt, where N designates the application number and S designates the stream [point] number. In a separate set-up program for the analyzer, the user enters a name, which is meaningful for the particular facility or area being monitored. The analyzer appends “-N-S.txt” to whatever the user designates as this custom, user-selected name. Although it is assumed that the destination drive will be this default location, to insure maximum flexibility for the user, the capability for selecting the drive, directory and filename is provided in the set-up dialog on the PC. The complete path and filename are displayed in the dialogs on the PC. The PC is a powerful data storage and manipulation device capable of handling large volumes of data and performing complex calculations with accuracy, precision and reliability. The PC operating system maintains file[s] to receive the raw data sent by the analyzer. The Visual Basic control program periodically reads the analyzer raw data files, extracts new data points, reformats the information, and writes a record for each data point to the Access database. The control program provides a user interface to enable user input of stream and component names, set-up of operational parameters, and specification of reporting intervals. It also provides a set of controls to enable user control of the system and selection of available functionalities. At user specified intervals for current reporting period[s], on-demand for completed reporting period[s], or instantaneously for current status, the control program automatically structures queries to the database. These SQL commands effect the performance of numerical analysis, computation of statistical metrics and aggregation of results. The control program formats these results and generates reports to the system printer. If the PC is off-line, the analyzer[s] will continue to perform analysis, generate alarms and send data. No error will be noted by the analyzer[s]. Regardless that an analyzer is off-line, the PC will simply wait for data from the array. Because the number of observations sent across the network for each analyzer depends in part on the number of analyzers in the array, it is impossible for the PC to determine whether a complete data set was sent or received - that is, whether an analyzer or the PC were both operational for the entire reporting period. Accordingly, the report[s] will include a count of observations received from each point for each analyzer in the report for each reporting period. If no data is received from an analyzer for an entire reporting period, the PC will report “No Data Received.” Otherwise, the user must determine whether the report is based on incomplete data by observation and comparison of the count of observations - which should remain relatively constant in steady state - for similar reporting periods.
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The MAXUM system design parameters require that the PC must be capable of receiving, analyzing and reporting results for a maximum of 5 peaks [components] per stream [point], 50 streams [points] per analyzer, and support up to 20 analyzers. Actually, the control program limits only the number of excursions. It does this because of the practical limit on the number of characters that can be displayed or printed in a single row. While there are no control program limits on the number of streams or analyzers that can be supported, there are practical limits imposed by the processing capacities of the analyzers and sampling systems and by the throughput capacity of the system printer. However, in practice, the system should comfortably support the largest application. Current regulations require that the system generate periodic reports at the end of each of three shifts - shift 1, shift 2 and shift 3, - each day, each week and each month. The user must define the times bracketing each shift. The time brackets for the day, week and month reports are calculated by the control program from the system date, the real calendar, the user specified day ending the week, and the user specified final period ending the day. For a given day, the data used to generate each of the shift reports is included in the data set for the day report. Similarly the data used to generate reports for each of the days and each of the weeks included in the respective week and month periods are included in the data set for that reporting period. In each case, these data are re-analyzed to calculate results for the longer period report. That is, the day reports, the week reports and the month report are not generated from the included reports, but rather are re-calculated based on all of the data included in the reporting period. Additional functionality is provided for the user to define and specify as many additional reporting periods as are desired. The user even may specify reports for multiple overlapping or included periods. There is no limit imposed by the control program. However, the user must select one and only one time to mark the end of the workday. Likewise, additional functionality is provided for the user to produce or reproduce any report[s] on-demand. This functionality is provided to offer an alternative to automatic report generation or to replace a report, or set of reports, lost due to failure of the system printer. Similarly, additional functionality is provided for the user to produce instant status reports for all currently open reporting periods. This functionality is provided for the convenience of operating personnel in the event of an observed event or suspected anomaly. These are optional functions that may be manually selected by the operator. Automatic reports are spooled to the printer at the end of each of the several included reporting periods. Because there is no way to determine whether the printer is on-line, out of paper or toner or jammed, reports may fail to be printed automatically. For this reason, the user may chose not to print reports
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation automatically. The reports generated by the MAXUM system are similar in format and terminology to the reports generated by the ADVANCE system. The automatic report generation function, the on-demand report generation function, and the instant status report generation function produce reports in identical format. All reports have a header designating the type of report, the date and time of the report and the page number. Multiple page reports repeat the header.
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation PRE SET-UP ACTIVITIES. Creating the directory structure and installing the program and database files.



Create Directory Structure Procedure for creating the directory structure.



Install Files Procedure for installing program and database files. Following completion of these activities, please see the section, CONFIGURATION AND OPERATION PROCEDURES.
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation Create Directory Structure Procedure for creating the directory structure. 1. Navigate to the root directory [C:\] using either Windows Explorer or the MY COMPUTER desktop icon methods.  Windows Explorer Navigation Method 1. RtClk on START 2. Highlight and select by left click, “Explore” on the pop-up list. 3. On the directory tree in the left partial window, DblClk on the root drive letter [C:\] 4. On the “Menu Bar” at the top of the main window, LftClk the FILE button. [A dropdown list will appear.] 5. Highlight and select by left click, “New” from the drop down list. 6. Move the cursor to the right over the arrow symbol. [A secondary list will appear.] 7. Highlight and select by left click, “Folder” on the secondary list. [A new folder with caption, “New Folder,” will appear in the right partial window. The caption will be highlighted. This allows the user input to replace the default name.] 8. Type the desired name for the new folder.  MY COMPUTER Desktop Icon Navigation Method 1. DblClk on the MY COMPUTER Desktop Icon. [An icon style display [or icon list style display, depending on system settings for preferences] will appear as a new Explorer window.] 2. DblClk on the icon [or list item] for the root drive [C:\]. [The Explorer window will redraw with the new information for the selection. Likewise, the back arrow control in the menu bar will become available rather than grayed.] 3. On the “Menu Bar” at the top of the Explorer window, LftClk the FILE button. [A dropdown list will appear.] 4. Highlight and select by left click, “New” from the drop down list. 5. Move the cursor to the right over the arrow symbol. [A secondary list will appear.] 6. Highlight and select by left click, “Folder” on the secondary list. [A new folder with caption, “New Folder,” will appear in the Explorer window at the end or bottom of the icon field or icon list. The caption will be highlighted. This allows the user input to replace the default name.] 7. Type the desired name for the new folder. 
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation 2. Create a “New Folder.” 3. Type the name for the new folder: “Advance System Manager”. [The name is case and space sensitive.] 4. With the new folder -- “Advance System Manager” -- highlighted [using the Windows Explorer method] or opened by DblClk [using the MY COMPUTER method], use the same procedure detailed above to create another “New Folder.” 5. Type the name for the new folder: “Result”. [The name is case sensitive.] 6. Similarly, create the new folder: “AirMonitorDB”. [The name is case and space sensitive.] 7. Similarly, create the new folder: “Documentation”. 8. Similarly, create the new folder: “Temp”. 9. NOTE: The “Advance System Manager” folder and the “Results” folder may have been created by earlier work involved with the set-up of other aspects of the analyzer suite of system tools and applications.
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation Install Files Procedure for installing program and database files. Install Files From the CD The set-up procedure is almost completely automated. It employs the familiar “Microsoft style” software setup scheme for installing systems and applications from a CD. 1. Insert the Air Monitor Version 3.0 Application Software CD into the CDROM drive for the PC. 2. LftClk on the START button. [A pop-up list of options will appear.] 3. Highlight and select by LftClk, “Run” on the pop-up list. [A “Run” dialog box will appear.] 4. Press the browse button to open a window with controls to locate the target drive, folder and executable file. Use the “Up One Level” button adjacent the “Look in” destination identification box, to move up the directory tree until the box displays “My Computer.” 5. Highlight to select the CDROM drive. [This probably will be drive D:\ or E:\ but, in any case, is clearly identified by an appropriate icon.] 6. Press the OPEN button to cause the directory for this drive to be displayed in the information window. 7. Highlight and select by LftClk, the file: AirMonitor.exe. 8. Again, press the OPEN button to cause the window to close and the path to the executable file to appear in the “Run” dialog box. 9. Press the OK button to run the executable. [The InstallShield tool will open and control the process to insure that the files are correctly installed and registered.] 10. Accept all defaults and use the NEXT button provided on each window of the set-up sequence to progress through the procedure, concluding with the use of the FINISH button to complete the set-up procedure.  Move the Database File One set-up activity was intentionally not automated. This step is the installation of the database file into the correct directory. The rationale for this design decision is that in the event of a reinstallation, which might be required by file corruption, or the installation of an upgrade, the user would probably prefer to retain the existing database file to preserve historical information. Making this step part of the automated procedure would simply overwrite the existing file. Requiring that this file relocation be performed manually reinforces the conscious decision and affords the user the opportunity either to retain the existing database file, if only the executable is being restored or upgraded, or to relocate it to a storage location, in the event that it is being replaced. 11. Navigate to the directory containing the files using either Windows Explorer or the MY COMPUTER desktop icon methods.  Applied Automation, Inc
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation Windows Explorer Navigation Method 1. RtClk on START 2. Highlight and select by left click, “Explore” on the pop-up list. 3. In Windows Explorer, use the mouse and the slide controls to move up the directory tree to include the C:\ drive in the viewable area of the window. 4. On the directory tree in the left partial window, highlight and DblClk to open the C:\ drive folder. [This action will cause the sub-directory detail to appear in the right partial window.] 5. In the sub-directory detail, find and then highlight and select by left click, the Air Monitor folder. [This folder was created by the set-up procedure.] 6. Highlight and select by left click, the file: AirMonitorDB.mdb.  MY COMPUTER Desktop Icon Navigation Method 1. DblClk on the MY COMPUTER Desktop Icon. [An icon style display [or icon list style display, depending on system settings for preferences] will appear as a new Explorer window.] 2. DblClk on the icon [or list item] for the C:\drive. [The Explorer window will redraw with the new information for the selection. Likewise, the back arrow control in the menu bar will become available rather than grayed.] 3. In the sub-directory detail, find and then highlight and select by left click, the Air Monitor folder. [This folder was created by the set-up procedure.] 3. Highlight and select by left click, the file: AirMonitorDB.mdb.  11. On the “Menu Bar” at the top of the Explorer window, LftClk the EDIT button. [A dropdown list will appear.] 12. Highlight and select by left click, COPY from the drop down list. 13. Navigate to the C:\Advance System Manager\AirMonitorDB folder on the root drive using either Windows Explorer or the MY COMPUTER desktop icon methods.  Windows Explorer Navigation Method 1. In Windows Explorer, use the mouse and the slide controls to move up the directory tree to include the C:\ root drive in the viewable area of the window. 2. On the directory tree in the left partial window, highlight and DblClk to open the C:\ drive folder. [This action will cause the directory tree to expand.] 3. In the sub-directory tree shown in the left partial window, find and then DblClk to open the Advance System Manager folder. [This action will cause the sub-directory detail to appear in the right partial window.] 4. In the sub-directory detail, find and then highlight and select by left click, the Air MonitorDB folder.  MY COMPUTER Desktop Icon Navigation Method Applied Automation, Inc
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation 1. In MY COMPUTER, use the back arrow in the menu bar controls area to move back to the top-level display. [An icon style display [or icon list style display, depending on system settings for preferences] will appear as a new Explorer window.] 2. Highlight and DblClk on the icon [or list item] for the C:\ root drive. [The Explorer window will redraw with the new information for the selection.] 3. Highlight and DblClk on the icon [or list item] for the Advance System Manager folder. [The Explorer window will redraw with the new information for the selection.] 4. Highlight and select by left click, the icon [or list item] for the AirMonitorDB folder.  14. On the “Menu Bar” at the top of the Explorer window, LftClk the EDIT button. [A dropdown list will appear.] 15. Highlight and select by left click, “PASTE” from the drop down list. 16. DblClk on the icon [or list item] for the AirMonitorDB folder to confirm that the AirMonitorDB.mdb was copied to the correct location.  Move the READMEFIRST.doc File 17. Use the same procedure detailed above to copy A:\READMEFIRST.doc to the C:\Advance System Manager\Documentation folder. 18. DblClk on the icon [or list item] for the Documentation folder to confirm that the AirMonitorDB.mdb file was copied to the correct location. 
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation MSACCESS 2000 DATABASE SET-UP Setting-up a MSAccess 2000 database for a MSWindows operating system environment.



MSWindows 95 Operating System Database Set-Up Procedure to set-up a MSAccess 2000 database for a MSWindows 95 operating system environment.



MSWindows 98 Operating System Database Set-Up Procedure to set-up a MSAccess 2000 database for a MSWindows 98 operating system environment.



MSWindows NT4.0 Operating System Database Set-Up Procedure to set-up a MSAccess 2000 database for a MSWindows NT4.0 operating system environment.



MSWindows 2000 Operating System Database Set-Up Procedure to set-up a MSAccess 2000 database for a MSWindows 2000 operating system environment.
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation MSWindows 95 Operating System Database Set-up Procedure to set-up a MSAccess 2000 database for a MSWindows 95 operating system environment. 1. 2. 3. 4.



5. 6. 7.



8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13.



14. 15. 16. 17. 18. 19. 20.



Click the START button. Highlight “Settings” on the pop-up list. Highlight and select by clicking, “Control Panel” on the auxiliary list. [A content icon list or display will appear.] Highlight and select by double clicking, “ODBC” on the content icon list or display. [A “ODBC Data Source Administrator” dialog box will appear.] Click the System DSN tab on the dialog box. Click the ADD Button. [A combo list box will appear.] Highlight and select by double clicking, “Microsoft Access Driver [*.mdb]” from the combo list box. [A “ODBC Microsoft Access Setup” dialog box will appear.] Where indicated, enter the name “AirMonitor” in the ‘Data Source Name’ field. [NOTE: The entry is case sensitive and has no space.] Where indicated, enter the name “AirMonitor Database” in the ‘Description’ field. Click the SELECT button. [A combo list box will appear.] Select the location of [i.e., the path to] the MS Access .mdb file using the combo list box controls. Click the ADVANCED button. [A “Set Advanced Options” dialog box will appear.] Where indicated, enter the following in the respective fields: ‘Login Name:’ “air” ‘Password:’ “air” Click the OK button to close the “Set Advanced Options” dialog box. Click the OK button to close the “ODBC Microsoft Access Setup” dialog box. Click the OK button to close the “ODBC Data Source Administrator” dialog box. Use the window control [ This is the “X” symbol in the upper right corner of a window.] to close the “ODBC” window. Click the START button. Highlight and select by clicking, “Shutdown” on the pop-up list. [A dialog box will appear.] Highlight and select by clicking, “Restart” on the dialog box. [This will cause the computer to Reboot.]
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation MSWindows 98 Operating System Database Set-up Procedure to set-up a MSAccess 2000 database for a MSWindows 98 operating system environment. 1. 2. 3. 4.



5. 6. 7.



8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13.



14. 15. 16. 17. 18. 19. 20.



Click the START button. Highlight “Settings” on the pop-up list. Highlight and select by clicking, “Control Panel” on the auxiliary list. [A content icon list or display will appear.] Highlight and select by double clicking, “ODBC” on the content icon list or display. [A “ODBC Data Source Administrator” dialog box will appear.] Click the System DSN tab on the dialog box. Click the ADD Button. [A combo list box will appear.] Highlight and select by double clicking, “Microsoft Access Driver [*.mdb]” from the combo list box. [A “ODBC Microsoft Access Setup” dialog box will appear.] Where indicated, enter the name “AirMonitor” in the ‘Data Source Name’ field. [NOTE: The entry is case sensitive and has no space.] Where indicated, enter the name “AirMonitor Database” in the ‘Description’ field. Click the SELECT button. [A combo list box will appear.] Select the location of [i.e., the path to] the MS Access .mdb file using the combo list box controls. Click the ADVANCED button. [A “Set Advanced Options” dialog box will appear.] Where indicated, enter the following in the respective fields: ‘Login Name:’ “air” ‘Password:’ “air” Click the OK button to close the “Set Advanced Options” dialog box. Click the OK button to close the “ODBC Microsoft Access Setup” dialog box. Click the OK button to close the “ODBC Data Source Administrator” dialog box. Use the window control [ This is the “X” symbol in the upper right corner of a window.] to close the “ODBC” window. Click the START button. Highlight and select by clicking, “Shutdown” on the pop-up list. [A dialog box will appear.] Highlight and select by clicking, “Restart” on the dialog box. [This will cause the computer to Reboot.]
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation MSWindows NT4.0 Operating System Database Set-up Procedure to set-up a MSAccess 2000 database for a MSWindows NT4.0 operating system environment. 1. 2. 3. 4.



5. 6. 7.



8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13.



14. 15. 16. 17. 18. 19. 20.



Click the START button. Highlight “Settings” on the pop-up list. Highlight and select by clicking, “Control Panel” on the auxiliary list. [A content icon list or display will appear.] Highlight and select by double clicking, “ODBC” on the content icon list or display. [A “ODBC Data Source Administrator” dialog box will appear.] Click the System DSN tab on the dialog box. Click the ADD Button. [A combo list box will appear.] Highlight and select by double clicking, “Microsoft Access Driver [*.mdb]” from the combo list box. [A “ODBC Microsoft Access Setup” dialog box will appear.] Where indicated, enter the name “AirMonitor” in the ‘Data Source Name’ field. [NOTE: The entry is case sensitive and has no space.] Where indicated, enter the name “AirMonitor Database” in the ‘Description’ field. Click the SELECT button. [A combo list box will appear.] Select the location of [i.e., the path to] the MS Access .mdb file using the combo list box controls. Click the ADVANCED button. [A “Set Advanced Options” dialog box will appear.] Where indicated, enter the following in the respective fields: ‘Login Name:’ “air” ‘Password:’ “air” Click the OK button to close the “Set Advanced Options” dialog box. Click the OK button to close the “ODBC Microsoft Access Setup” dialog box. Click the OK button to close the “ODBC Data Source Administrator” dialog box. Use the window control [ This is the “X” symbol in the upper right corner of a window.] to close the “ODBC” window. Click the START button. Highlight and select by clicking, “Shutdown” on the pop-up list. [A dialog box will appear.] Highlight and select by clicking, “Restart” on the dialog box. [This will cause the computer to Reboot.]
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation MSWindows 2000 Operating System Database Set-up Procedure to set-up a MSAccess 2000 database for a MSWindows 2000 operating system environment. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.



6. 7.



8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 16.



17. 18. 19. 20.



Click the START button. Highlight “Settings” on the pop-up list. Highlight and select by clicking, “Control Panel” on the auxiliary list. [A content icon list or display will appear.] Highlight and select by double clicking, “Administrative Tools” on the content icon list or display. [A directory window will appear.] Highlight and select by double clicking, “Data Sources (ODBC)” on the content icon list or display. [A multi-tabbed, “ODBC Data Source Administrator,” window will appear.] On the User DSN tab, in the “User Data Sources” list, highlight to select the Name, “MS Access Database.” Click the ADD Button. [A “Create New Data Source” window with combo list box titled, “Select a driver for which you want to set up a data source,” will appear.] Highlight to select, “Microsoft Access Driver [*.mdb]” from the combo list box. Click the FINISH button. [A “ODBC Microsoft Access Setup” dialog box will appear.] Where indicated, enter the name “AirMonitor” in the ‘Data Source Name’ field. [NOTE: The entry is case sensitive and has no space.] Where indicated, enter the name “AirMonitor Database” in the ‘Description’ field. Click the SELECT button. [A “Select Database,” combo list box will appear.] Select the location of [i.e., the path to] the MS Access .mdb file using the combo list box controls. Click OK to close the dialog box and return to the“ODBC Microsoft Access Setup” dialog box Click the ADVANCED button. [A “Set Advanced Options” dialog box will appear.] Where indicated, enter the following in the respective fields: ‘Login Name:’ “AIR” ‘Password:’ “AIR” Click the OK button to close the “Set Advanced Options” dialog box. Click the OK button to close the “ODBC Microsoft Access Setup” dialog box. Click the OK button to close the “ODBC Data Source Administrator” window. Use the window control [ This is the “X” symbol in the upper right corner of a window.] to close the “Administrative Tools” window.
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Click the START button. Highlight and select by clicking, “Shutdown” on the pop-up list. [A dialog box will appear.] Highlight and select by clicking, “Restart” on the dialog box. [This will cause the computer to Reboot.]
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation CONFIGURATION AND OPERATION PROCEDURES The Air Monitor Version 3.0 application program uses a single complex form with four tabs to allow user input, parameter configuration and operation. These tabs are: Reporting, Analyzer, Component, and Setup Parameters. During the set-up and configuration process or for modification, begin with the Analyzer tab. Proceed to the Component and then Setup Parameters tabs. During operation, the Reporting tab will ordinarily be displayed or the application may be minimized.
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation FILE AND HELP MENUS On the Menu Bar at the top of the Form are buttons for FILE and HELP menus. FILE Menu The File Menu contains a single list item: “Exit.” Click the “Exit” list item to quit the Air Monitor Version 3.0 application. The selection of this list item is equivalent to pressing the EXIT control button on the first tab. HELP Menu The Help Menu contains list items for “Air Monitor” and “About.” Air Monitor Click the “Air Monitor” list item to view this document, “AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE, Help Documentation.” About Click the “About” list item to open an information and control box displaying the version level of the Air Monitor Version 3.0 application. The information and control box also provides an OK button and a SYSTEM INFORMATION button. The former is used to acknowledge the information displayed and return to the form. The latter is used to retrieve information about the host computer system.
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation INPUT USER SPECIFIC INFORMATION Use the Analyzer Tab and the Component Tab to input user specific information. The set-up of the analyzer path and filename[s] must be performed initially. Entry of stream names is optional. The failure to change the default numerical assignments implies acceptance of the default settings. However, once set-up is complete, the settings are non-volatile, and they will remain constant until changed.
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation Analyzer Tab Press the Analyzer tab to display the sub form for selecting the Analyzer[s] data file[s] and setting up the Stream[s] [Point[s]].
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation Selecting The Analyzer[S] Data File[S] In the left hand portion of the window, in the “Analyzer” list box, enter an ID number for the analyzer. This number determines the order in which the analyzer data will be processed and reported. Typically, ID number “1” will be used to designate the first analyzer, and any additional analyzers will be designated in serial order. Press the tab key on the keyboard to advance to the adjacent cell. Use the “Select One Text File Per Analyzer Name” compound dialog box in the upper right hand portion of the window, to select the first text file corresponding to the first stream, or point, for the analyzer. The full path and file name will automatically appear in the “Analyzer” list box. Click the gray box adjacent to the new entry to cause the ID and Name cells to become highlighted. Click the Save control button at the base of the window to write the record to the database. NOTE: Save Analyzer data before entering Stream data. Setting Up The Stream[S] [Point[S]] With the ID and Name cells for the selected analyzer highlighted, proceed to the “Stream” list box in the lower right hand portion of the window. Enter the ID number for the first Stream [Point] [“1”] and press the tab key on the keyboard to advance to the adjacent cell. Enter the desired Name for the Stream [Point]. Unless this is the last Stream [Point] to be entered, press the tab key on the keyboard to advance to the adjacent cell. In a like manner enter all of the Stream [Point] ID[s] and Name[s]. Do not press the tab key after the last entry. Click the Save control button at the base of the window to write the record to the database. If the information has been entered correctly, the arrow indicator will automatically return to the first entry in the list. In a like manner, enter additional Analyzer[s] and associated Stream[s] [Point[s]]. The user may input as many analyzers, each with as many streams, as desired. This number is not limited by the application program, although the number will be limited practically by the capacity of the Analyzer[s] and sampling system[s] design and the throughput capacity of the system printer. In general, the Save control button must be pressed at the end of each data entry step to save the visible information before reinitializing a list box to accept additional input. The failure to save each set of visible input information will cause these data to be lost and cause database errors by failing to create relationships for the data. The failure to highlight the ID and Name cells in the “Analyzer” list box before inputting the Stream[s] [Point[s]] information will cause database errors by creating random or non-specified relationships, which are otherwise unavoidable. The improper use of the tab key on the keyboard will cause database errors by creating null cells with zero values, which are otherwise unavoidable.
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation Component Tab Press the Component tab to display the sub form for setting up the Component[s] information.
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation Setting Up The Component[s] Information In the left hand portion of the window, in the “Analyzer” list box, the Analyzer[s] entered in the Analyzer tab will be displayed. Click the gray box adjacent to the first Analyzer to cause the ID and Name cells to become highlighted. With the ID and Name cells for the selected analyzer highlighted, proceed to the “Component” list box in the right hand portion of the window. Enter the ID number for the first Component [“1”] and press the tab key on the keyboard to advance to the adjacent cell. Unless this is the last cell to be entered, press the tab key on the keyboard to advance to the adjacent cell. Enter the desired Name for the Component. NOTE: Component name must match component name reported in input file. Unless this is the last cell to be entered, press the tab key on the keyboard to advance to the adjacent cell. Enter the values for each of the four Excursion levels. After each, unless this is the last cell to be entered, press the tab key on the keyboard to advance to the adjacent cell. In a like manner enter all of the Component[s] ID[s], Name[s] and Excursion levels. Do not press the tab key after the last entry. Click the Save control button at the base of the window to write the record to the database. The user may input as many Components as desired. The application program does not limit the number, although the number will be limited practically by the capacity of the analyzer[s] and sampling system[s] design and the throughput capacity of the system printer. In general, the Save control button must be pressed at the end of each data entry step to save the visible information before reinitializing a list box to accept additional input. The failure to save each set of visible input information will cause these data to be lost and cause database errors by failing to create relationships for the data. The failure to highlight the ID and Name cells in the “Analyzer” list box before inputting the Component[s] information will cause database errors by creating random or non-specified relationships, which are otherwise unavoidable. The improper use of the tab key on the keyboard will cause database errors by creating null cells with zero values, which are otherwise unavoidable.
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation CONFIGURE THE OPERATION PARAMETERS This procedure for configuration of the operation parameters of the Air Monitor application is entered following successful set-up of the analyzer path and filename[s], entry of stream names and setting up the component[s] information. The set-up of the analyzer path and filename[s] must be performed first. The entry of stream name[s] is optional. The failure to change the default numerical assignment[s] implies acceptance of the default settings. However, once set-up is complete, the settings are non-volatile, and they will remain constant until changed.
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation Setup Parameters Tab Press the Setup Parameters tab to display the sub form for input of the desired “Report Period[s],” selecting the “Weekly Report Day,” designating the Report Period coinciding with the Workday End, and “Sampling Cycle Time” Data Input Box and the “Days of Records to Keep,” and electing to “Also Print Reports.”
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation “Set Up Report Period” List Box In the left hand portion of the window, in the “Set up Report Period” list box, enter a Name for the desired report. This name is user selectable and will appear in the heading of the report. Press the tab key on the keyboard to advance to the adjacent cell. Input the Start Time for the reporting period. NOTE: Use all five field spaces for time: 09:04, 17:30. Press the tab key on the keyboard to advance to the adjacent cell. Input the End Time for the reporting period. Press the tab key on the keyboard to advance to the adjacent cell. If the End Time of this Report Period coincides with the Workday End, so designate by checking the checkbox. NOTE: Use checkbox to indicate One And Only One report period, which coincides with the end of the workday. Unless this is the last cell to be entered, press the tab key on the keyboard to advance to the Name cell for the next report. In a like manner enter all of the Stream [Point] ID[s] and Name[s]. Do not press the tab key after the last entry. Click the Save control button at the base of the window to write the record to the database. “Weekly Report Day” Drop Down Box Proceed to the “Weekly Report Day” drop down box in the right hand portion of the window. Use the arrow control to cause the list to drop down. Select by clicking the desired report day. Click the Save control button at the base of the window to write the record to the database. “Sampling Cycle Time” Data Input Box Proceed to the “Sampling Cycle Time” data input box. For convenience, this has been pre-configured to a value of 30 seconds. However, it may be changed, as appropriate to the number of Analyzer[s] and Stream[s] [Point[s]]. Click the Save control button at the base of the window to write the record to the database. “Days Of Records To Keep” Data Input Box Proceed to the “Days of Records to Keep” data input box. For convenience, this has been pre-configured to a value of 61 days. However, it may be changed, as appropriate to the user’s operational policies and procedures. Click the Save control button at the base of the window to write the record to the database. “Also Print Reports” Checkbox Proceed to the “Also Print Reports” checkbox. If the default system printer is not connected, not turned on, or is unavailable due to shortage of supplies or failure Applied Automation, Inc
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation for any reason, at the time a report is spooled to the printer, an error message requiring operator response is generated. Failure to acknowledge the message will cause, not only the current report to be lost, but more importantly, if it is not acknowledged prior to the time for generating the next report, that report also will be lost. By default the box is checked. However, if for operational limitations or by reason of printer failure, the user elects to print reports using the On-Demand function, it may be unchecked. Leaving the box checked causes the generation of automatic reports. However, the box should be un-checked in the event of known printer problems or during system testing. Likewise, un-checking the box may be recommended, if the printer is in a remote location, which is not visited at least one time per shift. The reports can easily be generated on-demand at a later time. Un-checking the box will not change the data collection function or report generation capabilities of the application program. However, this action will obviate the specification of the Report Period[s]. If the default is changed, click the Save control button at the base of the window to write the record to the database. The user may define and specify as many reporting periods as are desired. The user even may specify reports for multiple overlapping or included periods. There is no limit imposed by the control program, although the number of reports will be limited practically by the throughput capacity of the system printer. However, the user must select one and only one time to mark the end of the workday. In general, the Save control button must be pressed at the end of each data entry step to save the visible information before reinitializing a list box to accept additional input. The failure to save each set of visible input information will cause these data to be lost and cause database errors by failing to create relationships for the data. The failure to select a Weekly Report Day will cause the application program to use a default of Sunday. The improper use of the tab key on the keyboard will cause database errors by creating null cells with zero values, which are otherwise unavoidable.
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation START COLLECTING DATA AND GENERATING REPORTS Reporting Tab Press the Reporting tab to display the sub form for setting up “On-Demand Report[s],” as well as controls provided for generating “Instant Status Reports,” for “Start Data Collection” and “Stop Data Collection” and for “Exit.”
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation “On-Demand Report[s]” Data Entry and Control Box In the center top portion of the window, in the “On-Demand Report” data entry and control box, the user may select Time Period, 24 Hour, Weekly, and Monthly On-Demand reports. In the Date data entry box, the user must enter the date for the end of the desired reporting period[s]. If a 24 Hour, Weekly, or Monthly On-Demand report is desired, the user only need press the control for that function. If a Time Period report is desired, the user must input the Start Time and the End Time for the desired period and then press the control for the Time Period function. Any time period may be specified. After entering the time for the Start Time field, the user may press the tab key on the keyboard to advance to the field for the End Time. Do not press the tab key after the second entry. NOTE: Use all five field spaces for time: 09:04, 17:30. The failure to enter the Date in the Date data entry box will cause database errors by creating random or non-specified relationships, which are otherwise unavoidable. The failure to enter both Start Time and End Time information in the respective data entry boxes before pressing the Time Period control will cause database errors by creating random or non-specified relationships, which are otherwise unavoidable. The improper use of the tab key on the keyboard will cause database errors by creating null cells with zero values, which are otherwise unavoidable. “Instant Status Update” Control In the center middle portion of the window, the “Instant Status Update” control, may be used to cause the generation of current status reports for all open periods, previously specified in the Report Period automatic reporting function found on the fourth tab. The application program will temporarily set the end time and date for reports for all open periods to the current system time. After the report[s] have been spooled to the system printer, these settings will be restored. “Start Data Collection” Control In the center lower portion of the window, the “Start Data Collection” control may be used to start the application program. This control should not be used until the user is satisfied with every detail of the information input and operation parameter set-up. The failure to complete the set-up before starting data collection may cause a wide range of problems ranging from no report of results to random and unpredictable database errors.
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation “Stop Data Collection” Control Likewise the “Stop Data Collection” control may be used to stop the application program. This control is provided to enable the user to make real time changes to the user input information and set-up parameters between reporting periods, and perform periodic database file maintenance. Regardless that the “Stop Data Collection” control is pressed, as long as the analyzer[s] and sampling system array is in normal operation and the host PC is in normal operation, the raw data files will continue to be written. When data collection is resumed, the application program will read all new data points and write a like number of new database records. “Exit” Control In the center bottom portion of the window, the “Exit” control may be used to terminate the application program. All information input and configuration parameters, which were properly saved, will remain as the current set-up when the application program is restarted. Similarly to the observation in connection with the “Stop Data Collection” control, regardless that the “Exit” control is pressed, as long as the analyzer[s] and sampling system array is in normal operation and the host PC is in normal operation, the raw data files will continue to be written. When application program is restarted and data collection is resumed, the application program will read all new data points and write a like number of new database records.
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation FUNCTION OVERVIEW An overview of the core functionalities of the Air Monitor V3.0 application software. The Air Monitor provides controls to enable user set-up of program parameters and to enable selection of output. Using the controls provided for navigation, viewing and data entry, the user can set-up the path[s] to the raw data file[s] for the analyzer[s], enter a description of the stream [or point] name[s] for the analyzer[s], enter the schedule for reporting periods, select the week ending day, and select the workday ending time or can modify an already established configuration. Using the controls provided the user can select automatic, scheduled, real-time report printing, demand printing [or reprinting] of scheduled reports for completed periods from the database, and instant printing of status reports for periods in progress. A separate database file, which is automatically and independently updated by the application program, allows the program to remember the last configuration used. In this respect, the set-up information entered by the user appears to be “sticky.” In the event of needing to shutdown the system for any reason, if the user takes a normal exit from the program, the last set-up information is saved and will automatically reappear in the respective fields. Obviously, this may not be the case in the event of an abnormal exit. Selectable Analyzer[s] file[s] The Air Monitor provides controls to enable user selection of the path[s] to the raw data file[s] for the analyzer[s]. The control program provides a user interface to enable user selection of the path[s] to the raw data file[s] for the analyzer[s]. In a separate set-up program for the analyzer, the user enters a name, which is meaningful for the particular facility or area being monitored. The analyzer appends “-N-S.txt” to whatever the user designates as this custom, user-selected name. For each reporting point [stream], the analyzer creates and writes to a file in a default directory on the root directory of the PC: C:\Advance System Manager\Results\[file name]. The “file name” is in the format: [user selected name]-N-S.txt, where N designates the application number and S designates the stream [point] number. Although it is assumed that the destination drive will be this default location, to insure maximum flexibility for the user, the capability for selecting the drive, directory and filename is provided in the set-up dialog on the PC. The complete path and filename are displayed in the dialogs on the PC. The MAXUM system design parameters require that the PC must be capable of receiving, analyzing and reporting results for a maximum of 5 peaks [components] per stream [point], 50 streams [points] per analyzer, and support up to 20 analyzers. Actually, the control program limits only the number of Applied Automation, Inc
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation excursions. It does this because of the practical limit on the number of characters that can be displayed or printed in a single row. While there are no control program limits on the number of streams or analyzers that can be supported, there are practical limits imposed by the processing capacities of the analyzers and sampling systems and by the throughput capacity of the system printer. However, in practice, the system should comfortably support the largest application. Configurable Stream[s] [Point[s]] Name[s] The Air Monitor provides controls to enable user input of stream[s] [point[s]] names. The control program provides a user interface to enable user input of stream[s] [point[s]] names. The user may input as many analyzers, each with as many streams, as desired. Typically, the stream names will be mnemonics, or otherwise descriptive of the process, the unit, or the area being monitored. Entry of stream names is optional. The failure to change the default numerical assignments implies acceptance of the default settings. However, once set-up is complete, the settings are non-volatile, and they will remain constant until changed. The MAXUM system design parameters require that the PC must be capable of receiving, analyzing and reporting results for a maximum of 5 peaks [components] per stream [point], 50 streams [points] per analyzer, and support up to 20 analyzers. Actually, the control program limits only the number of excursions. It does this because of the practical limit on the number of characters that can be displayed or printed in a single row. While there are no control program limits on the number of streams or analyzers that can be supported, there are practical limits imposed by the processing capacities of the analyzers and sampling systems and by the throughput capacity of the system printer. However, in practice, the system should comfortably support the largest application. Configurable Component Name[s] and Excursion Levels The Air Monitor provides controls to enable user input of component name[s]. The control program provides a user interface to enable user input of component name[s]. There is only one caveat: the component name must match component name reported in input file. “Vinyl Chloride” reported in the analyzer input file must be referenced in the component name input for the control program as “Vinyl Chloride,” not as “VCL,” “Vinyl,” “vinyl chloride” or “component 1.” There must be an exact match between the names. They are case sensitive. Otherwise, the control program will not find any data to report for the components requested.
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation The control program provides a user interface to enable user input of component name[s]. The MAXUM system design parameters require that the PC must be capable of receiving, analyzing and reporting results for a maximum of 5 peaks [components] per stream [point], 50 streams [points] per analyzer, and support up to 20 analyzers. Actually, the control program limits only the number of excursions. It does this because of the practical limit on the number of characters that can be displayed or printed in a single row. While there are no control program limits on the number of streams or analyzers that can be supported, there are practical limits imposed by the processing capacities of the analyzers and sampling systems and by the throughput capacity of the system printer. However, in practice, the system should comfortably support the largest application. Reports and Reporting The application program offers three standard methods of obtaining reports: Automatic Reports, On-Demand Reports and Status Reports. The principal functionality of the Air Monitor is reporting. The control program provides a user interface to enable user control of the system and selection of available functionalities, including specification of reporting intervals. The application program offers three standard methods of obtaining reports: Automatic Reports, On-Demand Reports and Status Reports. Automatic Reports is set as the default. Equivalent reports for any completed period may be generated from the database as Demand Reports. Status Reports also may be generated for periods in progress. However, these reports are not backed-up in the database. At user specified intervals for current reporting period[s], ondemand for completed reporting period[s], or instantaneously for current status, the control program automatically structures queries to the database. Automatic Reports Scheduled Real-Time Report Printing. The Air Monitor provides controls to enable user selection of automatic, scheduled, real-time report printing. The default is to “Also Print Reports.” Accepting the default enables the program to automatically spool report files to the default system printer. Automatic reports are spooled to the printer at the end of each of the several included reporting periods. Because there is no way to determine whether the printer is on-line, out of paper or toner or jammed, reports may fail to be printed automatically. For this reason, the user may chose not to print reports automatically. The automatic report generation function, the on-demand report generation function, and the instant status report generation function produce reports in identical format. All reports have a header designating the type of report, the date and time of the report and the page number. Multiple page reports repeat the header. Applied Automation, Inc
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation On-Demand Reports On-Demand Printing Or Reprinting Of Scheduled Reports From The Database. The Air Monitor provides controls to enable user selection of demand printing [or reprinting] of scheduled reports for completed periods from the database. As each scheduled report is constructed, the application program writes record[s] to the database, which enables the reconstruction of an identical report at any later time. This functionality is provided to offer an alternative to automatic report generation or to replace a report, or set of reports, lost due to failure of the system printer. This is an optional function that may be manually selected by the operator. The automatic report generation function, the on-demand report generation function, and the instant status report generation function produce reports in identical format. All reports have a header designating the type of report, the date and time of the report and the page number. Multiple page reports repeat the header. Status Reports Instant Report Printing For Time Periods In Progress. The Air Monitor provides controls to enable user selection of instant printing of status reports for periods in progress. A status report may be useful to assess the consequential effect of an observed event or suspected anomaly on one or more reporting periods in progress. This is an optional function that may be manually selected by the operator. The report answers the question, ‘if the period in question ended now, what would the report show?’ Of course, depending on the remaining time in the period in question, the consequential effect of an event may be diluted or enhanced, depending on the quantitative effect of subsequently received data. Obviously, these reports are based on an incomplete data set, and accordingly, these reports are not backed-up in the database. The automatic report generation function, the on-demand report generation function, and the instant status report generation function produce reports in identical format. All reports have a header designating the type of report, the date and time of the report and the page number. Multiple page reports repeat the header. Multiple Overlapping Reporting Periods The Air Monitor provides controls to enable the user to define and specify reports for multiple overlapping or included periods. Additional functionality is provided for the user to define and specify as many additional reporting periods as are desired. The user even may specify reports for multiple overlapping or included periods. For example, while current Applied Automation, Inc
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation regulations require reports for the three shifts comprising a workday, management also may desire to specify twelve hour reports, which may include one of the shifts and half of another, or may overlay parts of all three shifts, in the event that the shift designations are not coincident with the designations for the twelve hour periods. Similarly, management may desire to specify fractional shift reports of two or four hours duration. There is no limit imposed by the control program. However, the user must select one and only one time to mark the end of the workday. This designation, in concert with the user selection of the week ending day, provides the control program with the information necessary to define and schedule the required reports for day, week and month. This restriction prevents the mathematical anomalies that would result from implying different definitions for the end of the day. Selectable Automatic Reporting Period End The Air Monitor provides controls to enable user selection of the automatic reporting period end. The user must select one and only one time to mark the end of the workday. This designation, in concert with the user selection of the week ending day, provides the control program with the information necessary to define and schedule the required reports for day, week and month. This restriction prevents the mathematical anomalies that would result from implying different definitions for the end of the day. The rationale for this restriction should be obvious. If the definition for the required report for the day was not linked to the user designation of the end of the workday, which might be the end of the third shift at 07:00 AM, but rather the day was assumed to end at midnight, a different set of observations would constitute the data set for the reports for the set of the three shifts and for the day. Likewise the week report would include data from parts of nine days and these errors of inclusion or exclusion would carry over into the month report. Accordingly, whatever time the user designates as the end of the workday, will automatically be used to define the end of the day. When used with the additional user definition of the day ending the week, this time on that day will automatically be used to define the end of the week. When used with system calendar, this time on the last day of the month will automatically be used to define the end of the month.
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation SELECTABLE ANALYZER[S] FILE[S] The Air Monitor provides controls to enable user selection of the path[s] to the raw data file[s] for the analyzer[s]. The control program provides a user interface to enable user selection of the path[s] to the raw data file[s] for the analyzer[s]. In a separate set-up program for the analyzer, the user enters a name, which is meaningful for the particular facility or area being monitored. The analyzer appends “-N-S.txt” to whatever the user designates as this custom, user-selected name. For each reporting point [stream], the analyzer creates and writes to a file in a default directory on the root directory of the PC: C:\Advance System Manager\Results\[file name]. The “file name” is in the format: [user selected name]-N-S.txt, where N designates the application number and S designates the stream [point] number. Although it is assumed that the destination drive will be this default location, to insure maximum flexibility for the user, the capability for selecting the drive, directory and filename is provided in the set-up dialog on the PC. The complete path and filename are displayed in the dialogs on the PC. The set-up of the analyzer path and filename[s] must be performed initially. In the left hand portion of the window, in the “Analyzer” list box, enter an ID number for the analyzer. This number determines the order in which the analyzer data will be processed and reported. Typically, ID number “1” will be used to designate the first analyzer, and any additional analyzers will be designated in serial order. Press the tab key on the keyboard to advance to the adjacent cell. Use the “Select One Text File Per Analyzer Name” compound dialog box in the upper right hand portion of the window, to select the first text file corresponding to the first stream, or point, for the analyzer. The full path and file name will automatically appear in the “Analyzer” list box. Click the gray box adjacent to the new entry to cause the ID and Name cells to become highlighted. Click the Save control button at the base of the window to write the record to the database. The form gives the following warning, “NOTE: Save Analyzer data before entering Stream data.” The MAXUM system design parameters require that the PC must be capable of receiving, analyzing and reporting results for a maximum of 5 peaks [components] per stream [point], 50 streams [points] per analyzer, and support up to 20 analyzers. Actually, the control program limits only the number of excursions. It does this because of the practical limit on the number of characters that can be displayed or printed in a single row. While there are no control program limits on the number of streams or analyzers that can be supported, there are practical limits imposed by the processing capacities of the analyzers and sampling systems and by the throughput capacity of the system printer. However, in practice, the system should comfortably support the largest application.
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation CONFIGURABLE STREAM[S] [POINT[S]] NAME[S] The Air Monitor provides controls to enable user input of stream names. The control program provides a user interface to enable user input of stream[s] [point[s]] names. The user may input as many analyzers, each with as many streams, as desired. Typically, the stream names will be mnemonics, or otherwise descriptive of the process, the unit, or the area being monitored. Entry of stream names is optional. The failure to change the default numerical assignments implies acceptance of the default settings. However, once set-up is complete, the settings are non-volatile, and they will remain constant until changed. With the ID and Name cells for the selected analyzer highlighted, proceed to the “Stream” list box in the lower right hand portion of the window. Enter the ID number for the first Stream [Point] [“1”] and press the tab key on the keyboard to advance to the adjacent cell. Enter the desired Name for the Stream [Point]. Unless this is the last Stream [Point] to be entered, press the tab key on the keyboard to advance to the adjacent cell. In a like manner enter all of the Stream [Point] ID[s] and Name[s]. Do not press the tab key after the last entry. Click the Save control button at the base of the window to write the record to the database. If the information has been entered correctly, the arrow indicator will automatically return to the first entry in the list. In a like manner, enter additional Analyzer[s] and associated Stream[s] [Point[s]]. The MAXUM system design parameters require that the PC must be capable of receiving, analyzing and reporting results for a maximum of 5 peaks [components] per stream [point], 50 streams [points] per analyzer, and support up to 20 analyzers. Actually, the control program limits only the number of excursions. It does this because of the practical limit on the number of characters that can be displayed or printed in a single row. While there are no control program limits on the number of streams or analyzers that can be supported, there are practical limits imposed by the processing capacities of the analyzers and sampling systems and by the throughput capacity of the system printer. However, in practice, the system should comfortably support the largest application.
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation CONFIGURABLE COMPONENT NAME[S] AND EXCURSION LEVELS The Air Monitor provides controls to enable user input of component name[s]. The control program provides a user interface to enable user input of component name[s]. The user may input as many Components as desired. There is only one caveat: the component name must match component name reported in input file. “Vinyl Chloride” reported in the analyzer input file must be referenced in the component name input for the control program as “Vinyl Chloride,” not as “VCL,” “Vinyl,” “vinyl chloride” or “component 1.” There must be an exact match between the names. They are case sensitive. Otherwise, the control program will not find any data to report for the components requested. In the left hand portion of the window, in the “Analyzer” list box, the Analyzer[s] entered in the Analyzer tab will be displayed. Click the gray box adjacent to the first Analyzer to cause the ID and Name cells to become highlighted. With the ID and Name cells for the selected analyzer highlighted, proceed to the “Component” list box in the right hand portion of the window. Enter the ID number for the first Component [“1”] and press the tab key on the keyboard to advance to the adjacent cell. Unless this is the last cell to be entered, press the tab key on the keyboard to advance to the adjacent cell. Enter the desired Name for the Component. The form gives the following warning, “NOTE: Component name must match component name reported in input file.” Unless this is the last cell to be entered, press the tab key on the keyboard to advance to the adjacent cell. Enter the values for each of the four Excursion levels. After each, unless this is the last cell to be entered, press the tab key on the keyboard to advance to the adjacent cell. In a like manner enter all of the Component[s] ID[s], Name[s] and Excursion levels. Do not press the tab key after the last entry. Click the Save control button at the base of the window to write the record to the database. The MAXUM system design parameters require that the PC must be capable of receiving, analyzing and reporting results for a maximum of 5 peaks [components] per stream [point], 50 streams [points] per analyzer, and support up to 20 analyzers. Actually, the control program limits only the number of excursions. It does this because of the practical limit on the number of characters that can be displayed or printed in a single row. While there are no control program limits on the number of streams or analyzers that can be supported, there are practical limits imposed by the processing capacities of the analyzers and sampling systems and by the throughput capacity of the system printer. However, in practice, the system should comfortably support the largest application.
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation AUTOMATIC REPORTS Scheduled Real-Time Report Printing. The Air Monitor provides controls to enable user selection of automatic, scheduled, real-time report printing. The default is to “Also Print Reports.” Accepting the default enables the program to automatically spool report files to the default system printer. The printer must be attached, enabled and available. Any problem with the printer will cause the operating system to generate a message to the operator. The message requires operator acknowledgement. Accordingly, the current report will not be printed or will be incomplete. Although the program also writes the current report to the database immediately prior to spooling the file to the printer and this report can be replaced easily, reports for subsequent periods may not be created. Under certain circumstances the application may “hang” or “crash,” requiring restart. Fortunately, regardless that the application program is disabled, unless the PC itself is shutdown, raw data will continue to flow to the append file[s.] In the event of an automatic reboot, a few data points may be missed. However, excepting these few lost data, a procedure for the recovery of reports of results and the associated database records is available. The Air Monitor provides controls to enable user selection of automatic, scheduled, real-time report printing. The default is to “Also Print Reports.” Accepting the default enables the program to automatically spool report files to the default system printer. Automatic reports are spooled to the printer at the end of each of the several included reporting periods. Because there is no way to determine whether the printer is on-line, out of paper or toner or jammed, reports may fail to be printed automatically. For this reason, the user may chose not to print reports automatically. The automatic report generation function, the on-demand report generation function, and the instant status report generation function produce reports in identical format. All reports have a header designating the type of report, the date and time of the report and the page number. Multiple page reports repeat the header.
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation ON-DEMAND REPORTS On-Demand Printing Or Reprinting Of Scheduled Reports From The Database. The Air Monitor provides controls to enable user selection of demand printing [or reprinting] of scheduled reports for completed periods from the database. As each scheduled report is constructed, the application program writes record[s] to the database, which enables the reconstruction of an identical report at any later time. The database is a Microsoft Access database. The Microsoft Office 2000 version, as a standalone component, is furnished with the Air Monitor application program. It must be present, although it need not be opened concurrently, and the operating system must be configured for accessing a data source. ODBC is a programming interface that enables applications to access data in database management systems that use Structured Query Language [SQL] as a data access standard. The Air Monitor provides controls to enable user selection of demand printing [or reprinting] of scheduled reports for completed periods from the database. As each scheduled report is constructed, the application program writes record[s] to the database, which enables the reconstruction of an identical report at any later time. This functionality is provided to offer an alternative to automatic report generation or to replace a report, or set of reports, lost due to failure of the system printer. This is an optional function that may be manually selected by the operator. The automatic report generation function, the on-demand report generation function, and the instant status report generation function produce reports in identical format. All reports have a header designating the type of report, the date and time of the report and the page number. Multiple page reports repeat the header.
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation STATUS REPORTS Instant Report Printing For Time Periods In Progress. The Air Monitor provides controls to enable user selection of instant printing of status reports for periods in progress. A status report may be useful to assess the consequential effect of an event on one or more reporting periods in progress. This is an optional function that may be manually selected by the operator. The report answers the question, ‘if the period in question ended now, what would the report show?’ Of course, depending on the remaining time in the period in question, the consequential effect of an event may be diluted or enhanced, depending on the quantitative effect of subsequently received data. Obviously, these reports are based on an incomplete data set, and accordingly, these reports are not backed-up in the database. The automatic report generation function, the on-demand report generation function, and the instant status report generation function produce reports in identical format. All reports have a header designating the type of report, the date and time of the report and the page number. Multiple page reports repeat the header.
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation MULTIPLE OVERLAPPING REPORTING PERIODS The Air Monitor provides controls to enable the user to define and specify reports for multiple overlapping or included periods. Additional functionality is provided for the user to define and specify as many additional reporting periods as are desired. The user even may specify reports for multiple overlapping or included periods. For example, while current regulations require reports for the three shifts comprising a workday, management may also desire to specify twelve hour reports, which may include one of the shifts and half of another, or may overlay parts of all three shifts, in the event that the shift designations are not coincident with the designations for the twelve hour periods. Similarly, management may desire to specify fractional shift reports of two or four hours duration. There is no limit imposed by the control program. However, the user must select one and only one time to mark the end of the workday. This designation, in concert with the user selection of the week ending day, provides the control program with the information necessary to define and schedule the required reports for day, week and month. This restriction prevents the mathematical anomalies that would result from implying different definitions for the end of the day.
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation SELECTABLE AUTOMATIC REPORTING PERIOD END The Air Monitor provides controls to enable user selection of the automatic reporting period end. The user must select one and only one time to mark the end of the workday. This designation, in concert with the user selection of the week ending day, provides the control program with the information necessary to define and schedule the required reports for day, week and month. This restriction prevents the mathematical anomalies that would result from implying different definitions for the end of the day. The rationale for this restriction should be obvious. If the definition for the required report for the day was not linked to the user designation of the end of the workday, which might be the end of the third shift at 07:00 AM, but rather the day was assumed to end at midnight, a different set of observations would constitute the data set for the reports for the set of the three shifts and for the day. Likewise the week report would include data from parts of nine days and these errors of inclusion or exclusion would carry over into the month report. Accordingly, whatever time the user designates as the end of the workday, will automatically be used to define the end of the day. When used with the additional user definition of the day ending the week, this time on that day will automatically be used to define the end of the week. When used with system calendar, this time on the last day of the month will automatically be used to define the end of the month.
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation PERIODIC DATABASE FILE MAINTENANCE Procedure for periodic maintenance of the database file. The database is a Microsoft Access database. The Microsoft Office 2000 version, as a standalone component, is furnished with the Air Monitor application program. It must be present, although it need not be opened concurrently, and the operating system must be configured for accessing a data source. ODBC is a programming interface that enables applications to access data in database management systems that use Structured Query Language [SQL] as a data access standard. Backup A wide variety of problems can occur in all types of information networks. These can include hard disk crash, file corruption, unintentional file deletion and others. The problem may affect a single machine or may affect the entire network. A problem affecting the application software is relatively easily corrected. It can be simply reinstalled from the original CD, using the procedures detailed in this document. However, a far more serious and damaging problem is the loss of data. Most facilities have established procedures for periodically backing up data files on all networked systems. The user should contact the facility’s network administrator and arrange for the data files residing on the host system to be added to the periodic system backup procedure. A backup on the local host is not 100% reliable. All data can be lost in the event of a disk crash. If no protocol for network backup is available, the user should consider adding a tape backup, a zip drive or a CDRW drive to the system so that the data periodically can be copied to an external storage media. Recommended Periodic Maintenance Even so, the user also should establish a suitable procedure for archiving the active database on the host system. This procedure is necessary if the user wants to retain records as archive data longer that the setting for the “Days of Records to Keep” parameter allows for retention of active records. After the initial capture of records for the specified period, the control program begins deleting the oldest records as new records are added on a daily basis. Typically, users will want to maintain weekly, monthly, or bi-monthly archives of inactive records. This is for the purposes both of backup and archive. It is easily accomplished. For any desired period, immediately after the time of creation of all of the current period[s] reports, such as at the ending time and day for a week or a month, simply navigate to the directory containing the database file and copy it in place. This is accomplished by highlighting the active database file, choosing COPY from the File Menu, moving the cursor slightly away from the active database file, and then selecting PASTE from the File Menu. This will create a file with an identical file name to that of the original database file, to
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation which the operating system will preface “Copy (n) of ” where n is the sequential number of the copy. Viewing the directory, with the file detail option selected, will identify the period, which the file includes by the creation date of the copy. Depending on the setting selected for the “Days of Records to Keep” parameter, these archive files may overlap. However, partially duplicative files can be deleted after they are not needed for backup. For example, If the “Days of Records to Keep” parameter is set to 31 days, and weekly archives are copied for a period of a month, and then a final archive is made immediately after the creation of the current period[s] reports, the weekly archives may be deleted safely. Rebuilding the Database File If for some reason, as for example, in the case of file corruption, it is necessary to replace the database file, it can be rebuilt with the original data in two steps. First, the user must copy the most recent “known to be good” archive database file, to capture the most recent user settings, and paste it to replace the active and damaged database file. Second, the user must restart the Air Monitor application to allow the control program to rebuild the Reading table of the current active database file. The control program does this by reading all of the raw data points in the analyzer text files for times and dates from the time and date of the last known good record forward to the present time and date. Any missing reports for the affected time period can be replaced easily using the OnDemand report generation function discussed earlier in this document.
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AIR MONITOR VERSION 3.0 APPLICATION SOFTWARE Help Documentation VERSION HISTORY Air Monitor is a Microsoft Visual Basic Version 6.0 application program designed to compliment and expand the capabilities of the Applied Automation series of air monitor compliance analyzers. It is expressly designed to work in combination with the Applied MAXUM Air Monitor Analyzer series. Air Monitor Version 1.0 replaced the original, self-contained, data handling and report generation functionality of the Applied ADVANCE Air Monitor Analyzer, with a network attached PC, designed to be used in combination with the Applied MAXUM Air Monitor Analyzer analytical system. The combined system used the MAXUM Data Logging tools to write sliding window, sequential file[s] of analyzer[s] and stream[s][point[s]] component[s] excursion readings on the PC directory, and the Air Monitor application program to read the raw data, interpret the data into user configurable ranges, perform statistical analysis and generate a set of automatic reports of excursion activity for the required periods in support of compliance regulations. Air Monitor Version 2.0 replaced the serial file-handling concept, which required repetitively reading the translated data file, looking for beginning and ending time division points, in order to construct each different report, with a database implementation, in which data is read only one time. The application program uses a Microsoft Access 2000 database. This change enables the application program to support structured queries of the database records to enable reports for multiple overlapping or included periods. Air Monitor Version 3.0 replaced the static definition of the day ending at the time closest to, but not after, midnight, with a dynamic definition that allowed spanning across parts of two calendar days. This change enabled user control of the definition of the workday, the generation of reports for periods running across midnight, and the inclusion of reporting periods from two different days in the summary day report, with concomitant effects on the week and month summary reports.
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UNANSWERED QUESTIONS The user should contact their Applied Automation representative or the corporate office in Bartlesville, OK for assistance with any questions or problems not clarified by this document. SIEMENS Applied Automation, Inc. 500 West Highway 60 Bartlesville, OK 74003 918-662-7000
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